In the Center
From the Office

Mary Johnson
Children’s Center

This year’s 20th annual Festival of Wreaths was a success and we would like to extend a
giant thank-you to everyone who participated in bringing the festival to life! There were
over 130 decorated wreaths available in the silent auction, and we had several hundred
visitors throughout the day. Raffle ticket and wrapping paper sales also went well.

December 2012

Thanks to the efforts of Holmes and Megan Brady (Jackson’s parents), we are working
on bringing Jon Gailmor back for another fundraiser to be held on April 6 th. Once again,
it will support both College Street Children’s Center and MJCC. If you are interested in
helping with this event, either beforehand or on that day, please let Ilana know.



MJCC will be
closed
December 24January 1.



We will reopen on
January 2.

Holiday time can be a stressful time for children. There are often later than usual bedtimes, endless cautions to be “good”, and a nonstop media blitz aimed at ever increasing
children’s wish lists. Be sure to take time to enjoy your friends, family and family traditions. If there is snow, play in the snow or go sledding and take walks. Small art projects or easy board games are also fun.

Special Points of
Interest

Remember Mary Johnson will be
closed from the end of the day
Friday December 21st, through
Tuesday, January 1st, 2013.
Don’t forget to send your child in
every day with appropriate outdoor
clothing - boots, snow-pants, hat and
mittens. Extra mittens are a good
idea. Before vacation, remember to
empty your child’s cubby, and be sure
to bring back extra clothing and a rest
blanket. If you are having trouble providing any of these items, let us know
and we will see if we can help in any
way.
We wish everyone a healthy and happy
holiday season!

Mary Johnson students enjoyed playing in the
snow this week!

The children got creative
with not only a snowman
— but a puppy, too!

THUNDERDRAGONS ~ Kristen, Sue & Elly
The Thunderdragons have been interested in sensory rich experiences!
They love watching the birdseed fall as they pour and fill containers. We
also set up a small space that can accommodate 1-3 children, where they
can play with dried split peas and beans, as well. There, they can chose
to play alone, or invite others to join them. Many of our painting experiences become whole body experiences as well! Check out our displayed
artwork and photos. The children are so proud!
The children are challenging their bodies in some of their favorite places the toddler park and the movement
space! At the park, they love to practice climbing the structure and riding
down the slide. The swings bring out
our biggest smiles and giggles. In the
movement space, the children are taking
big risks and love to crash on the soft
mats below. They especially like to
climb, jump, and roll!
We continue to watch for birds outside and while on
our window seat. We made bird feeders, brushing
pinecones with honey and sprinkling on seeds. They
are hanging from the trees on the playground. The
children are beginning to name some of the birds
they see. House sparrows are our most frequent
visitors. Once, we counted fifteen perched on the
fence!
The children’s dramatic play has really taken off!
They love to go to work, blowing kisses and waving to
others as they leave! They often serve their favorite snacks, like hot chocolate, to their teachers.
Recently, we have taken many trips to the store to
buy crackers. We sit in rows of chairs in the car and
sing songs, like “The Wheels on Maeve’s Car.”
It is so hard to believe the
holidays are already here!
We hope that everyone has
a vacation filled with love,
laughter, friends, and family! We also look forward
to welcoming Elizabeth and
her family to the
Thunderdragons in 2013!
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CASPIA ~ Marcie, Matt & Yari
Winter is fast approaching and we have taken
part in some of our favorite seasonal activities.
The Caspians constructed a creation for the Gingerbread contest at the Vermont Folk Life Center. After many conversations during Together
Time, the Caspian’s settled on creating the trout
from our favorite classroom book, Trout, Trout,
Trout, a Fish Chant. Some of the children helped
make the dough, others rolled and shaped each
piece that was needed. Another small group
walked to Shaw’s to buy the necessary candy for
decorations. When finished baking, the rest of
the children helped in the construction/
decorating process before bringing it down to the
display at the Folk Life Center. Since the display has opened we have been to visit and check out not only our work, but
the work of others around the community both at large and at MJCC.
We have been enjoying our first skating session of
the season at the Middlebury Rec Rink! Many of
the Caspians started out barely being able to walk
in their skates. Once they were able to walk, they
used milk crates to help them balance and figure
out just how to make their skates go. Now many of
them are moving rather well on their own without
any supports - Way to go Caspians! Thursday,
December 13th will be our last day of the first
skating session, but we will have a second session
beginning in late February.
In the classroom, sensory play has been at the
forefront for many of our children. They continue
to take an interest in several baking projects, as
well as activities such as beading, oobleck, and
painting.

Many of the Caspians have begun creating with magna tiles. They have been making
houses, caves, towers, etc. They are working hard as they figure out just how pieces
fit together. We have had such a growing interest in them that we plan to add more to
our collection, which will hopefully only aid in the amazing creations.
Just a reminder that with the cold weather on the rise, we may not have snow, but we
do still need children to be warm as we go outside in all types of weather. Please make
sure your child has a coat, hat, mittens, snow pants, boots, and two sets of extra
clothes in their cubbies - especially socks and underwear!
Congratulations to Yari as she completes yet another course toward her masters!
Keep up the GREAT work!
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DAWNTREADERS ~ Sarah, Andrea & Joanna
The months have flown by as the Dawntreaders continue to be
busy as bees! We focused a great amount of our time and
attention on our contribution to the Folk Life Center
Gingerbread House Competition. The Gruffalo as well as The
Gruffalo’s Child have been and continue to be favorite stories of
ours, so it seemed only right that we pay tribute to them by
recreating the characters for the competition. It was a group
effort to gather the materials we needed from the grocery
store, mix up a batch of gingerbread dough, shape the characters and land features, and decorate. We have visited the Folk
Life Center on several occasions in small groups to see our hard
work proudly on display with all the other entries.
It’s a dramatic sort of day in our classroom every day! This group loves
to dress up, take care of babies, cook food, and take on many other pretend roles. You can often see superheroes flying through the air or running across the room to catch a bad guy or save some poor unsuspecting
sole. The kitties and doggies make their presence known as they bark,
meow, purr or sometimes even hiss at their masters. It can be hard to
figure out what they need, but the magical thing is if you can’t figure it
out these pets can talk! It can be quite comical at times to see how the
children use their own knowledge of how the world works when engaging
with peers during dramatic play. We recently heard a child talking about
sending an e-mail with their computer and a mother getting right down on
her child’s level to say quietly, “I need to have a little talk with you”. It’s
our hope that this group never loses its flair for the dramatics and may move towards acting out favorite books.
It’s probably no surprise that story telling has become another favorite in our room.
It began with a few children dictating to teachers their thoughts and ideas, but has
moved towards children creating their own books. The children have been drawing
out their ideas on paper and then dictating those thoughts to a teacher. We are
really excited about this thread and have many thoughts on how to support it in the
classroom including having the children help write stories together as a large group.
Our first whole group story was written last week and each time Sarah read it aloud
the children couldn’t stop laughing.
In October, we began constructing houses for animals and people with recycled
materials. The project began with a few children, but more have quickly jumped on
board adding their own twist. Throughout the process, we have been encouraging
children to think about what’s really important to them and focus on their ideas. It
has also been really neat to see how this project has brought some children together by working towards a common goal. For example: a child who was interested in
building, but not quite ready to do their own supported another child in making furniture for her house. When she
wasn’t quite sure how to build something, he was quick to offer her a suggestion and then together they got the job
done. If anyone is willing to donate or has access to, we are looking for small pieces of recycled materials or wood
scraps that might make chairs, tables, beds, and other furniture for our houses.
It’s getting colder outside, but we are still waiting for big SNOW! The little amounts that have fallen on our
playground have been closely watched from the warmth of our classroom window. The whole group gets excited and
can’t wait to get out and romp around in the fresh powder. In order to be prepared for the day that it does snow we
have done some brainstorming at meeting, focusing on things we will be able to do including: making snowmen, sliding,
digging, and most importantly tasting! Just a reminder since it is getting to be very cold, all children should have a
hat, mittens, snow pants, and boots available for going outside.
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NARNIA ~ Darcy, Carolyn, Christin & Jess
The Narnians’ knowledge of rhyming has exploded! When you pass by or step into the classroom you may hear joyous
voices saying doggie – poggie – noggie – soggie or I know Izzy – Bizzy – Mizzy and Suzanna – Fanna – Danna. We have
been playing rhyming games, reading Dr. Suess books like There’s a Wocket in my Pocket and the Cat in the Hat. As we
read our many library books that rhyme, the children enjoy generating the last word of the verses with the rhyming
word and then they’ll repeat the text “There’s a zower in my shower.” They have even drawn their own silly rhymes like
this in their Drawing Challenge books. As they learn to rhyme they’re identifying letters and their corresponding sounds.
Number games have become a true interest as they’re becoming more familiar with counting to 10 and beyond. They are
recognizing the numerals and how many items that represents. They enjoy showing the adults in the room as well as
their peers they know how many something may be.
Drama continues to be another preferred interest. From enacting their own
dramatic play scenarios, we have some budding young playwrights working
together to generate a “show” based on a familiar book. During small group
time we have had many children putting on a show choosing a role or part to
be acted out. The storyline is dictated by the children as a teacher scribes
their words. Recent shows have been Caps for Sale, Strawberry Shortcake,
and Miss Nelson is Missing.
Similar to this construction of a play, a of couple children have created their
own books. They dictate a story and illustrate the pages of this story in a
spiral bound book. The Narnians have become familiar with who the authors
and illustrators are of the many library books we read. They know what these
important roles entail. These children undertook the “writing” of a beginning
and they constructed a middle and an end.
Each Thursday, 14 out of 17 Narnians don their skates and helmets and hit the ice
at the Middlebury Town Rink. These days most are off like a flash either pushing
along a set of crates, holding an adult’s hand or skating on their own. Teachers and
children alike have completely enjoyed themselves. It has been a fun experience.
We have 4 more weeks planned in February/March.
Exploring the baking of breads and cookies each Monday morning has been a delicious learning experience for all Narnians. As they investigate new foods and learn
about nutrition, they’re honing their math and listening skills. We’ll continue this
ritual as winter approaches and most likely into the New Year.
During this month of December we have been singing and moving to the rhythm of
Betty Kafumbe’s (Jonathan’s mom’s) tunes. We’re blasting off to the sun and the
moon and dancing around the stars as we sing and march to her cadenced tunes.
We’ve learned to watch for the tempo changes. We are grateful to have Betty’s
musical expertise.
Sensory enriched activities have been a widely chosen interest at small group
time. This diet has consisted of playing with shaving cream on the table top
turning it into a “skating rink”, writing their names, drawing and erasing. Similarly we have made chocolate pudding and played with it on the table top while l
icking it off our hands. Finger painting; making and playing with pumpkin-spiced
playdough; playing with Bubber—which is a synthetic dough that never hardens
and feels incredibly smooth; and of course blowing bubbles using Flubber are all
very fun sensory activities. The consistency of Flubber is “squishy, soft, gooey,
and fun”. Creating with red clay has been a favored pastime for many, as well.
Our sensory diet continues to grow. If you have any ideas to add to our repertoire, please divulge!
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FROM THE KITCHEN ~ Suzanna
Mary Johnson Children’s Center has begun drafting a Health and Wellness policy for the center. This policy will help
to guide our practices in creating environments that are conducive to healthy eating and physical activity. Many of
the activities we will be undertaking in support of the Health and Wellness policy will involve local foods, farms,
gardens, and input from families. I have spoken with some parents about these topics, but would like to get input
from more, so you may be hearing from me in the New Year with questions about the direction of food and physical
activity policies for the center.
You have probably already heard about tasting new foods in taste tests. Our
most recent taste test involved watermelon radishes from Foggy Meadow Farm
in Benson purchased at the Middlebury Winter Farmers’ Market. Inside they
look like mini watermelons and taste a little bit sweet in the pink parts and
spicier near the edges.
During November, Andrea Scott of Champlain Orchards in Shoreham visited
the Dawn Treader and Narnia classrooms to share apple storybooks, tools from
the apple orchard and taste tests of new apple varieties.

This winter some classes will continue to walk
to visit our most local farm: Steve Colengeli’s
class at the Alternative Education Program at
Middlebury Union High School’s greenhouse.
There the children will be treated to warm,
sunny, indoor winter gardens and fresh salad
greens.
And we would like to hear from families! What are some of your
family’s favorite foods? Do you have a special food you like to
prepare? We would love to hear about them. If you think of a
recipe you would like to share, please stop by the kitchen. Even
if you don’t have a paper copy, I can usually find a version in a
cookbook or on the internet. I would love ideas for the lunch
menu.
And if you are able, I would welcome having a “guest chef” to
come assist with preparing a lunch that is special to your family.
It could be a simple everyday favorite or something from your
family’s cultural heritage. I will help you with the organization
and labor and ingredients for cooking for 60! It is a bit crazy
but always delicious!
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Farm to School for the Preschool Child
If you are interested in joining the conversation about connecting children with farms and food we would love to have
you join us at this very informal gathering in February:

FARM TO SCHOOL FOR THE PRESCHOOL CHILD
Thursday, February 28 * 6:30-8:30pm * Middlebury, VT
HOSTED BY: Addison County Farm to Preschool
RSVP/Directions: Amethyst at resource@mjccvt.org
or 388-4304
Farm to School is an exciting and growing movement in our
state, but how does this translate to the early education
setting? What are the challenges and opportunities for the
pre-school child? Research has shown that the very early
years are the most formative for how/if children develop
healthy eating habits. What can we do to foster this
connection at home and in school? Come join us for a potluck
meal, stimulating conversation, and meet new people
passionate about this topic. Salons are free, but please
bring a potluck dish to share.
Space is limited - RSVP early!
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